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Egg Rolling
On Friday 29th March, we are going
to have fun rolling eggs. Please
could each child bring one hardboiled egg in a named bag. It can
be decorated if you wish but it will
probably get broken during the egg
rolling. It would be helpful if you
explain this to your child and that it
doesn’t matter. We are not going to
eat the eggs!

Sounds
This week we have been looking at
lots of different letters in the
alphabet and the sounds that they
make. We have played lots of
alphabet games to help us
remember. Have a go at home.
Pick letters from the alphabet and
have a go at making the different
sounds.

Don't miss out on all the fantastic
learning experiences being shared
to Tapestry of your child in Daisy
Class. Don't forget you can add
your own photos and videos too! If
you are having any problems setting
up your account or accessing
Tapestry please speak to Miss
Roberts.
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Weather
This week we explored the
different types of weather! We
watched lots of videos of weather
and talked about the rain,
sunshine and wind that we have
seen in the last two weeks. We
talked about our favourite
weather and used watercolours to
paint weather pictures.

Stay and Play
We are really looking forward to
welcoming you next week to our
'Stay and Play' sessions. (Monday
25th, Tuesday 26th and Wednesday
27th) We anticipate sessions will last
between half an hour and an hour
although please leave before if you
feel ready (or if younger siblings are
ready!)

Number of the week
Over the last 2 weeks we have
recapped and consolidated our
numbers 1-10. This week we have
explored our next new number of
the week 11! We did lots of
counting, had a go at recognising
our numbers to 11 and even
beyond! We really enjoyed finding
different ways to represent 11!

